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Purpose of this Submission: 

- PROVIDE Evidence that Water Flows Uphill to Money (including sea-

water, reclaimed storm water and municipal/industrial effluent) 

- REDEFINE Integrated Resource and Battery Management for EV’s 

- PROMOTE Van-Port’s Proposed Pump-Up Storage Hydroelectric and 

other Bulk Energy Storage Projects at Jordan River and Britannia Mines to 

Power Ev’s; Reclaim Batteries and recycle liquid/solid/gaseous wastes  
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Okinawa Yanbaru Seawater Pumped Storage Power Station 

 



Yanbaru – a 30 MW seawater-type Pump-up Storage Hydroelectric plant (SPUSH).  

.. a benchmark for Vanports projects (which also include Compressed Air and Hydrogen Bulk 
Energy Storage Plants at the sites). It was tested for four years and operated commercially on a 
fault-free basis for 12 years before being decommissioned in 2016 for reasons related to a change 
in network requirements and ownership. It cost $10 M per MW of installed capacity. 

Vanport has proposed costs could be significantly reduced by co-developing with a Commercial 
Sewage Reclaim-treatment Pipeline that would be a reservoir-connected 70 km-long pipeline which 
itself is the raw to secondary treatment reactor displacing any need for far more costly conventional 
wastewater treatment plants being built in Victoria and North Vancouver (that simply waste/dump 
simply dump tertiary-treated effluent back into the sea.  

Further, both the SPUSH and the effluent pipeline(s) would be self-powered with spent carbon filter 
burned or gasified in a carbon-controlled waste-to-energy plant, with carbon control being affected 
by hydraulic capture and compression.  

PUSH BC would also spend $20 million to build its own network of 100 public electric vehicle 
charging stations along its transit corridors and side streets by 2022.  

An elevated ‘freight-to-passenger’ transit network will be co-installed with the pipeline and paid for 
as a component of building the PUSH project, thereby also ensuring most of the charging stations 
will be in early use as well as to support development of other commercial ‘low carbon’ vehicle 
programs and related businesses (there are no significant concerns around securing corridor 
access from Clover point, along the old CNRailway through the Western Communities, etc 
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35 acres/88M3ft/1640 ft=750MWx5hrs  



Clover Point Victoria-to-JOR v. CRD 



  











Colwood Solar Homes along proposed Pipeline and Elevated Rail Corridor ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buildings could export to LI-Ion batteries supplied by MBS to absorb/capture surplus off-peak energy. Batteries are distributed by rail beam to community or MBS charge stations;- Monobeam is also designed as DC transmission line for emergency backup; for pipeline or bulk delivery of de-ionized water for solar-to-hydrogen to- FCEV’s
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PIPELINE FLASH REACTOR ™ 
Sidestream Gas Injection With Pipeline Mixing 

- Force Main or Post Aeration -  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipeline Flash Reactors™ (PFR) utilize high velocity mixing to transfer ozone or oxygen-enriched sidestreams into bulk water flow, all within a compact footprint. With a PFR, ozone or oxygen mass transfer occurs in the pipeline within seconds, eliminating the need for additional tanks or basins. Whether it is providing ozone for water purification or increased dissolved oxygen for wastewater, Mazzei’s PFR uniformly distributes gas into the water and minimizes the size and cost of gas contacting.Mazzei Pipeline Flash Reactor Provides:Rapidly mixed ozone gas with treatment plant’s bulk waterLow pressure loss across the mixing zone*Mass transfer efficiency of 95% and greaterReduced size requirements of downstream contact basinsElimination of repairs/replacement of diffuser stonesIncreased basin CT credits in many casesCompletely fabricated 316L stainless steel productProduct designed specifically to conform to plant space, flow requirements, and ozone dosage



HOW AN INJECTOR 
WORKS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mazzei Venturi Injectors are differential pressure injectors with internal mixing vanes. Superiority of Mazzei Injectors is due to the unique, patented design which maximizes injector efficiency, suction capacity and mixing capabilities. The operating costs of Mazzei Injectors are lower than less efficient systems, and Mazzei Injectors are trouble-free because they have no moving parts.When pressurized water enters the injector inlet, it is constricted toward the injection chamber and changes into a high-velocity jet stream. The increase in velocity through the injection chamber results in a decrease in absolute pressure, creating a vacuum, thereby enabling an additive material to be drawn through the suction port and entrained into the water stream. As the jet stream is diffused toward the injector outlet, its velocity is reduced and it is reconverted into lower pressure energy.



Carbon-Air Storage Hydro (CASH) 

  



  
 
 



Hydraulic Air Compression Power 
Block Closed Loop Water Cycle 
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Presentation Notes
First Slide



 California Carbon Credits - ‘Money Grows on Trees’; $1 B in Net Profit for 
Calif. Municipalities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-California/USDA-USFS est.;Municipal  real estate value increases due to street view ($838 M); Eco-Services for landscaping/erosion control; value of control GHG’s/CCS; clean up/filter other pollutants, conservation of rainwater (40 M/yr), economizing on AC ($100M) ; every $ spent on an urban tree returns $6 in benefits to municipalities excluding value of timber, flowers, fruit, bird song/canopies/healthcare;to control pests and diseases, must increase both diversity and density of trees (not people) along urban streets



Vanport’s Combined Steam Disposal 
System and ‘Seaterra HydroLifter’  

● SDS + Hydraulic Capture-Compression of Raw 
Smokstack gases will throw municipal solid/liquid 
wastes disposal system into reverse to support 
carbon capture/storage/reclaim and new Industries 
e.g. Land-based aquaculture-to-Advanced Biofuels 
and Forestry Soils-from-Wastes for carbon credits 

● Negates any need for CRD or Metro Van to develop 
‘Stand-Alone’ Sewage Projects that can’t compete 
and that otherwise have no hope of earning a 
Return-on-Investment for hard-pressed taxpayers 

 



Van-Port Artificial Soils, Hydrogen and 
Advanced Carbon and Clean Energy Storage 
System (VASH-ACCESS Model) 

- Integrates Off-the shelf Industrial Sterilization, Bulk 
Energy Storage and Bulk Materials Transfer technologies 
(e.g. alternative intermodal high capacity freight haulage 
options that employ low energy consumption aerial freight 
monorails and/or ropeways combined with pneumatic 
freight capsule pipelines and lighter-aboard-ship-barges) 

- The model reinforces the expected importance of H2 fuel 
cells in carbon-controlled EV charging systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zeolites from Hope for JSRP use to produce oxygen-rich air for In-pipe raw-to-secondary treatment  ‘reactor’ – e.g as nitrogen-from-air filter; use as well as catalysts for bio fuels refining - to reduce activation point of reactions (in concert with H2 additions);ZEOLITE makes it easier to turn raw bio oils (algae lipids) into fuels and chemicals; oil spills spent DPC plus lipid oils direct burn in CWS and-or steam-oxygen reactor conversion to synfuels and-or bio fuels via addition/recovery of super-critical CO2,  etc.



CONCLUSION 

DESIRED RESULTS: 
 

- BCUC Issues Order to proceed with 
Feasibility Study of Vanports Proposed 
merchant PUSH Developments at JOR and 
Britannia Mines to support EV Charging 
Service Infrastructure Development along 
Submitted Route Profile(s) – a FEED study 
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